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Charmless three-body baryonicB decays
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Motivated by recent data onB→pp̄K decay, we study various charmless three-body baryonicB decay

modes, includingL p̄p, S0p̄p, pp̄p, pp̄K̄0, in a factorization approach. These modes have rates of order
1026. There are two mechanisms for the production of baryon pairs: current produced and transition. The
behavior of decay spectra from these baryon production mechanisms can be understood by using QCD count-
ing rules. Predictions on rates and decay spectra can be checked in the near future.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Belle Collaboration recently reported the observat
of B2→pp̄K2 decay, the first ever charmless baryonicB
decay mode, givingB5(4.320.9

11.160.5)31026 @1#. Three-
body baryonic decay inb→c transitions has been observe
@2# previously, following a suggestion by Dunietz@3#. It is
interesting to compare the charmless case to the char
one and also to charmless two-body modes such asB0

→pp̄, which hasB,1.231026 @4#.
It has been pointed out that reduced energy release~e.g.,

by a fast recoiling meson! would favor the generation of a
baryon pair and thus three-body baryonic modes could
enhanced over two-body rates@5#. One of the signatures
would be~baryon pair! threshold enhancement in the thre
body baryonic modes. In our previous study ofB0

→D* 2pn̄ @6#, we assumed factorization and obtained up
60% of the experimental rate from the vector current con
bution. The decay spectrum exhibits threshold enhancem
The same threshold enhancement effect was predicted fo
charmlessrpn̄ mode, givingB;1026 @7#. It is interesting
that the newly observedpp̄K mode shows such a thresho
enhancement@1#. With this encouragement we extend o
study to charmless modes such asL p̄p, S p̄p, pp̄p2,
pp̄K2, andpp̄K̄0. These modes are interesting not just f
their ~possibly! large rates, but also for their accessibilit
Some of these modes are studied in a recent work@8# that
utilizes a factorization and pole model approach.

In Sec. II, we extend the factorization approach to
charmless case, where one now has two mechanisms
baryon pair production. In Sec. III, we discuss baryonic fo
factors and their associated quantum chromodynam
~QCD! counting rules@9#. In Sec. IV, the formulation is ap
plied to the above mentioned charmless modes. The thr
old enhancement phenomenon is found to be closely rel
to the QCD counting rules. Discussion and conclusion
given in Sec. V, while some useful formulas are collected
an appendix.

II. FACTORIZATION

In this section we extend the factorization approach u
in Refs. @6,7# to charmless decay modes. Under the fact
0556-2821/2002/66~5!/054004~13!/$20.00 66 0540
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ization assumption, the three-body baryonicB decay matrix
element is separated into either a current-produced ba
pair (J) part together with aB to recoil meson transition par
or a B to baryon pair transition (T) part together with a
current-produced recoil meson part. As an example,
current-produced and transition diagrams forB2→pp̄K2

decay are depicted in Fig. 1.
In charmless decay modes, we need to use the effec

Hamiltonian consisting of operators and Wilson coefficien
which is standard and can be found, for example, in Re
@10,11#. In this work, we concentrate on the dominant term
The factorization formula for the decay processB→X Y,
where (X,Y)5(h,BB̄8) with h being a light meson andBB̄8
a baryon pair or vice versa is given by

M~B→X Y!

5
GF

A2 H VubVuq* @a1~ q̄u!V2A^ ~ ūb!V2A1a2~ ūu!V2A

^ ~ q̄b!V2A#2VtbVtq* Fa3(
q8

~ q̄8q8!V2A^ ~ q̄b!V2A

1a4(
q8

~ q̄q8!V2A^ ~ q̄8b!V2A1a5(
q8

~ q̄8q8!V1A

^ ~ q̄b!V2A22a6(
q8

~ q̄q8!S1P^ ~ q̄8b!S2P

1
3

2
a9(

q8
eq8~ q̄8q8!V2A^ ~ q̄b!V2A1•••G J , ~1!

FIG. 1. ~a! The current-produced (J) and ~b! transition (T)

diagrams forB2→pp̄K2 decay.
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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TABLE I. The coefficientsai for b→s @b→d# from Ref. @10#. Values fora32a9 are in units of 1024.

Nc52 Nc53 Nc5`

a1 0.99 @0.99# 1.05 @1.05# 1.17 @1.17#
a2 0.22 @0.22# 0.02 @0.02# 20.37 @20.37#

a3 24.5223 i @22220 i # 72.720.3i @7310.3i # 227145 i @223141 i #
a4 2349.52113.5i @2338.52101.5i # 2387.32121i @2375.72108.3i # 24632136i @24502122i #
a5 2166223 i @2164220 i # 26620.3i @26610.3i # 134145 i @130141 i #
a6 25332113.5i @25232101.5i # 2555.32121i @2544.72108.3i # 26002136i @25882122i #
a9 286.822.7i @286.622.5i # 292.622.7i @292.422.5i # 2104.322.7i @2104.122.5i #
fi-

d
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rm
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where O1^ O2 stands for^XuO1u0&^YuO2uB&. The coeffi-
cientsai are defined in terms of the effective Wilson coef
cients ci

eff as ai 5odd[ci
eff1ci 11

eff /Nc and ai 5even[ci
eff

1ci 21
eff /Nc . We stress thatci

eff are renormalization scale an
scheme independent, as vertex and penguin corrections
included@10#. Their values are given in Table I. In this wor
we use theNc53 case, while theNc52,̀ cases are shown
to indicate nonfactorizable effects.

III. FORM FACTORS AND QCD COUNTING RULES

In this section, we first discuss the meson form fact
used in this work. We then turn to discuss baryonic fo
factors, especially the implication of QCD counting rules

A. Meson form factors

The decay constantf h of the pseudoscalar mesonh is
defined as

^h~ph!uq̄gm~12g5!q8u0&5 i f hph
m . ~2!

These parameters and quark masses are taken from Ref.@11#.
We also need 02→02 form factors defined as follows:

^h ~ph!uq̄gm~12g5!buB~pB!&

5F ~pB1ph!m2
mB

22mh
2

~pB2ph!2
~pB2ph!mGF1

B→h~ t !

1
mB

22mh
2

~pB2ph!2
~pB2ph!mF0

B→h~ t !. ~3!

We use the so-called MS form factors, which take the f
lowing form @12#:

F1
B→h~ t !5

F1
B→h~0!

~12t/MV
2 !@12s1 t/MV

21s2 t2/MV
4 #

, ~4!

F0
B→h~ t !5

F0
B→h~0!

12s1 t/MV
21s2 t2/MV

4
, ~5!

where MV55.42 (5.32) GeV forh5K(p). Other param-
eters are given in Table II.
05400
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B. Baryon form factors

Factorization introduces two types of matrix elemen
containing the baryon pair:̂BB̄8uV(A)u0& involving vector
~V! or axial vector ~A! current-produced baryon pair an

^BB̄8uV(A)uB& involving theB→BB̄8 transition.
For the current-produced matrix elements, we have

^BB̄8uVmu0&5ū~pB!H F1~ t !gm1 i
F2~ t !

mB1mB̄8

3smn~pB1pB̄8!
nJ v~pB̄8!

5ū~pB!H ~F11F2!gm1
F2~ t !

mB1mB̄8

3~pB̄82pB!mJ v~pB̄8!, ~6!

^BB̄8uAmu0&5ū~pB!H gA~ t !gm1
hA~ t !

mB1mB̄8

3~pB1pB̄8!mJ g5 v~pB̄8!, ~7!

whereF1,2 are the induced vector form factors,gA the axial
form factor, andhA the induced pseudoscalar form factor. W
have used Gordon decomposition to obtain the second lin
Eq. ~6!. Note thatt[(pB1pB̄8)

2[mBB̄8
2 is nothing but the

BB̄8 pair mass.
According to QCD counting rules@9#, both the vector

form factorF1 and the axial form factorgA , supplemented
with the leading logs, behave as 1/t2 in the t→` limit, since

TABLE II. Relevant parameters for theB→K,p transition form
factors of Eqs.~4! and ~5!.

F1
B→K F0

B→K F1
B→p F0

B→p

F1,0
B→h(0) 0.36 0.36 0.29 0.29

s1 0.43 0.70 0.48 0.76
s2 0.27 0.28
4-2
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TABLE III. Relations of baryon form factorsF11F2 and gA with the nucleon magnetic form factor
GM

p,n .

BB̄8 V,A SU~3! F11F2 gA(t→`)

pn̄ (ūd)V,A (F1D)V,A GM
p 2GM

n 5
3 GM

p 1GM
n

L p̄ ( s̄u)V,A ~2A3
2 F2A1

6 D !V,A 2A 3
2 GM

p 2A 3
2 GM

p

S0p̄ ( s̄u)V,A
1

A2
~D2F !V,A

21

A2
~GM

p 12 GM
n !

1

3A2
~GM

p 16 GM
n !

pp̄ (ūu)V,A ~F1D1S!V,A GM
p 2GM

n 1SV
4
3GM

p 2GM
n

pp̄ (d̄d)V,A SV,A SV 2
1
3GM

p 22GM
n

pp̄ ( s̄s)V,A ~D2F1S!V,A 2GM
p 22GM

n 1SV 0

pp̄ (ūu1d̄d1 s̄s)V,A ~2 D13 S!V,A 3~2GM
n 1SV! GM

p 23 GM
n

pp̄ (eu ūu1ed d̄d1eS s̄s)V,A ~F1D/3!V,A GM
p GM
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we need two hard gluons to distribute large moment
transfer.F2 andhA behave as 1/t3, acquiring an extra 1/t due
to helicity flip. In the electromagnetic current case, t
asymptotic form has been confirmed by many experime
measurements of the nucleon magnetic~Sachs! form factor
GM5F11F2, over a wide range of momentum transfers
the spacelike region. The asymptotic behavior forGM

p also
seems to hold in the timelike region, as reported by the F
milab E760 experiment@13# for 8.9 GeV2,t,13 GeV2.
Another Fermilab experiment, E835, has recently repor
@14# GM

p for momentum transfers up to;14.4 GeV2. An
empirical fit of uGM

p u5Ct22@ ln(t/Q0
2)#22 is in agreement with

the QCD counting rule prediction.
The current induced form factorsF11F2 andgA can be

related by means of the SU~3! decomposition form factors
FV,A , DV,A , andSV,A ~with SV,A appearing only in the non
traceless current case!, as shown in Table III. It is well
known that FV and DV can be expressed by the nucle
magnetic form factorsGM

p,n ,

FV5GM
p 1

1

2
GM

n , DV52
3

2
GM

n . ~8!

As the first termF11F2 in Eq. ~6! can be related to nucleo
magnetic Sachs form factorGM , similarly the second term
F2 can be related to (GE2GM)/@ t/(mB1mB8)

221#, where
GE is the nucleon electric Sachs form factor. Since we do
have enough data on timelike nucleonGE , we concentrate
on theF11F2 term as we did in Ref.@6#. We may in fact
gain information onGE by reversing our present analysis o
these three-body baryonicB decays in the future when mor
data become available.

The nucleon magnetic form factors are fitted to availa
data in Ref.@6# by

GM
p ~ t !5(

i 51

5
xi

t i 11 F lnS t

L0
2D G2g

,

05400
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GM
n ~ t !52(

i 51

2
yi

t i 11 F lnS t

L0
2D G2g

, ~9!

whereg52.148,x15420.96 GeV4, x25210485.50 GeV6,
x35106390.97 GeV8, x452433916.61 GeV10, x5
5613780.15 GeV12, y15236.69 GeV4, y252579.51
GeV6, andL050.3 GeV. They satisfy QCD counting rule
and describe timelike electromagnetic data such ase1e2

→NN̄ suitably well. We have real and positive~negative!
timelike GM

p(n) @15,16#. It is interesting to note the alternatin
signs of thexi andyi parameters, and that only two terms a
needed to describe the neutron magnetic form factor@6#.

The timelike form factors related toSV , FA , DA , SA are
not yet measured. It is noted in Ref.@8# that the asymptotic
behavior of baryon form factors studied in the 1980’s may
useful. Their asymptotic behavior ast→` can be described
by two form factors depending on the reacting quark hav
parallel or anti-parallel spin with respect to baryon spin@17#.
By expressing these two form factors in terms ofGM

p,n as t
→`, one has

SV→GM
p 12 GM

n ,

FA→ 2

3
GM

p 2
1

2
GM

n ,

DA→GM
p 1

3

2
GM

n ,

SA→2
1

3
GM

p 22 GM
n . ~10!

Since these relations only hold for larget, it implies relations
on the leading terms of these form factors. In general m
terms may be needed. In analogy to the neutron magn
form case, we express these form factors up to the sec
term
4-3
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SV~ t ![S s1

t2
1

s2

t3 D F lnS t

L0
2D G2g

,

FA~ t ![S f̃ 1

t2
1

f̃ 2

t3 D F lnS t

L0
2D G2g

,

DA~ t ![S d̃1

t2
1

d̃2

t3 D F lnS t

L0
2D G2g

,

SA~ t ![S s̃1

t2
1

s̃2

t3 D F lnS t

L0
2D G2g

. ~11!

The asymptotic relations of Eq.~10! imply s15x122y1 ,
f̃ 152 x1/31y1/2, d̃15x123 y1/2, ands̃152x1/312 y1.

The coefficients of the second terms are undetermined
to the lack of data. However, we can use the axial vec
(gA

pn5FA1DA) contribution inB0→D* 2pn̄ decay to con-

strain f̃ 2 and d̃2. The part of the branching fractionB(B0

→D* 2pn̄)5(14.523.0
13.462.7)31024 @2# arising from the

vector current has been calculated to giveB V;731024 @6#.
We find for f̃ 21d̃2522110 GeV6, the branching fraction
coming from the axial currentBA(B0→D* 2pn̄);12.7
31024, and the sumBV1BA is within the measuremen
range. Had we used the asymptotic form of Eq.~10! for gA

pn

in the whole timelike region, we would obtainBA;1.0
31024, which is too small.

In this work we take

f̃ 21d̃2[ z̃522110 GeV6, ~12!

ands25 s̃250 for simplicity, since there are no data to co
strain these yet. It is interesting to note that the asympt
relations give vanishing results for^pp̄u( s̄s)V,Au0& (;DV,A
2FV,A1SV,A), as one can see from Table III and Eq.~10!.
This can be understood as Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka~OZI! sup-
pression. We still have a vanishing^pp̄u( s̄s)Au0& for smaller
t, if we taked̃25 f̃ 25 z̃/2. Since there is no point to advoca
a larges̄s form factor in this work and this choice is pre
ferred by the OZI rule, we therefore used̃25 f̃ 25 z̃/2
throughout. For the vector case, we have vanish

^pp̄u( s̄s)Vu0& if we use the asymptotic relation in the who
timelike region. On the other hand, if we use Eq.~11! for SV ,
we may have a small but nonvanishing (s̄s)V form factor for
small t. This may be related to thef pole effect in the VMD
view point @18#. Furthermore, we find that other OZI sup
pressed current-produced matrix elements, such

^nn̄u( s̄s)V,Au0&, ^S1S̄2u(d̄d)V,Au0&, ^S2S̄1u(ūu)V,Au0&,
^J2J̄1u(ūu)V,Au0&, and^J0J̄0u(d̄d)V,Au0&, have the same
SU~3! decomposition as thêpp̄u( s̄s)V,Au0& one. They there-
fore do not provide any further constraint.

We will also encounter̂ BB̄8uq̄q8u0&, which can be re-
lated to the vector matrix element by the equation of mot
05400
ue
r

ic

g
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n

^BB̄8uq̄q8u0&5
~pB1pB̄8!

m

mq2mq̄8

^BB̄8uVmu0&

5
mB2mB̄8

mq2mq̄8

F1~ t !ū~pB!v~pB̄8!.

~13!

This gives safe chiral limit in theBÞB8 case. For example
in ^L p̄uūsu0&, we have (mL2mp̄)/(ms2mū);1. If B
5B8, we encounter (mB2mB̄)/(mq2mq̄). As hinted from
the L p̄ case, our ansatz is to take this factor as the num
nq of the corresponding constituent quark inB. For example,
we take ^ p̄pud̄du0&;F1ūv, while ^ p̄pus̄su0&;0 as sug-
gested by the OZI rule.

For hA , we follow Ref. @8# to control the behavior of
pseudoscalar form factors in the chiral limit by using

hA~ t !52
~mB1mB̄8!

2

t2mGB
2

gA~ t !, ~14!

where mGB stands for the corresponding Goldstone bos
mass. Thus, in the chiral limit,

^BB̄8uq̄g5q8u0&5
~pB1pB̄8!

m

mq1mq8

^BB̄8uAmu0&

52
mGB

2

mq1mq8

mB1mB̄8

t2mGB
2

gA~ t !ū~pB!

3g5v~pB̄8! ~15!

stays finite, otherwise, we will be facing a large enhancem
factor (mB1mB̄8)/(mq1mq8) in the above equation as w
turn off hA(t).

We now turn to the transition form factors. In general, t
matrix element ofB→BB̄8 transition can be defined as

^BB̄8uq̄~g5!buB&[ i ū~pB!@FV(5)p” h1FA(5)p” hg51FP(5) g5

1FS(5)#v~pB̄8!, ~16!

where ph[pB2pB2pB8 , and the form factorsFV5FA5
5FS5FP550 by parity invariance. According to QCD
counting rules, fort5mBB̄8

2 →`, we need three hard gluon
to distribute the large momentum transfer released from
b→q transition. An additional gluon kicks the spectat
quark in theB meson such that it becomes energetic in
final baryon pair. Thus, ast→`, we have

FA,V5→
1

t3
, FP,S5→

1

t4
. ~17!

ThatFP,S5 have one more power of 1/t thanFA,V5 is due to
helicity flip. This can be easily seen by takinguB̄q&
;b̄g5qu0&. Without any chirality flip due to quark masse
we only haveFA,V5 and the above counting rule holds, whi
4-4
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TABLE IV. B(B̄0→L p̄p1@S0p̄p1#) ~in units of 1026) as decomposed into the vector (BV) and axial
vector (BA) current contributions. The form factor inputs are explained in the text.

Nc52 Nc53 Nc5`

BV BA BV BA BV BA

GM
p,n 0.13 @0.51# 0.07 @0.16# 0.14 @0.56# 0.08 @0.17# 0.18 @0.66# 0.10 @0.21#

FA ,DA 0.31 @0.27# 0.35 @0.30# 0.42 @0.36#
ts
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with additional chirality flip, more effectively from theb
quark mass, we can also haveFP,S5 but with additional
power of 1/t.

In this work we will need the transition matrix elemen

^pp̄u(ūb)S,PuB2& and ^pp̄u(d̄b)S,PuB̄0&, which consist of
eight form factors in total. It is useful to restrict these even
only by some asymptotic relations. By following a simil
path to Ref.@17#, the chiral conserving partsFA,V5 can be
expressed by two form factors depending on the interac
quark having parallel or antiparallel spin with the prot
spin. The chiral flipping partsFP,S5 can be expressed by on
form factor with the spin of interacting quark parallel to th
proton’s. The spin antiparallel part is absent since it cor
sponds to an octet-decuplet instead of an octet-octet ba
pair final state. The asymptotic forms~asmB

2 , t→`) are

^pp̄u~ ūb!SuB2&5 i ū~pp!@FAp” hg51FPg5#v~pp̄!,

^pp̄u~ ūb!PuB2&5 i ū~pp!@FV5p” h1FP#v~pp̄!,

^pp̄u~ d̄b!SuB̄0&5 i ū~pp!F 1

10
~11FA19FV5!p” hg5

2
1

4
FP g5Gv~pp̄!,

^pp̄u~ d̄b!PuB̄0&5 i ū~pp!F 1

10
~9FA111FV5!p” h

2
1

4
FPGv~pp̄!. ~18!

FIG. 2. dB/dmS0p̄ ~upper three lines! and dB/dmL p̄ ~lower

three lines! plots for f̃ 25d̃25 z̃/2. Dashed, solid, and dot-dashe
lines are forNc52,3,̀ , respectively.
05400
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We need only three form factors. For simplicity, we use

FA,V55
CA,V5

t3
, FP5

CP

t4
, ~19!

and Eq.~18! in the whole timelike region.

IV. CHARMLESS BARYONIC B DECAYS

We now apply the results of the previous sections
charmlessB̄0→L p̄p1, S0p̄p1, pp̄K̄0, and B2→pp̄p2,
pp̄K2 decays. These modes are of interest not just beca
of possibly large rates, but also by accessibility in detecti

Let T denote the part of the decay amplitudeM that
involves the B→BB̄8 transition matrix element

^BB̄8uV(A)uB&, andJ denote the part that involves curren
producedBB̄8 matrix element̂ BB̄8uV(A)u0&. We have

M@L~S0! p̄p1#5J@L~S0! p̄p1#,

M~pp̄h!5J~pp̄h!1T~pp̄h!,

J~pp̄K̄0!5J~pp̄K2!, ~20!

whereh5K2,0, p2,0. We note thatL(S0) p̄p1 modes only
have current-produced contributionsJ. On the other hand
the pp̄p2 mode is dominated byT(pp̄p2) contributions, as
we will see later. It can be used to extract baryonic transit
form factors which can be applied topp̄K, pp̄K̄0 modes via
Eq. ~18!. Furthermore, thepp̄K̄0 and thepp̄K2 modes have
identical current-produced matrix elements, as one can ea
show by replacing the spectator quark in theB2→K2 tran-
sition.

FIG. 3. f3 dependence of the branching fractions ofB̄0

→L p̄p1 ~lower three lines! and S0p̄p1 ~upper three lines! for

f̃ 25d̃25 z̃/2. Notation the same as Fig. 2.
4-5
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TABLE V. ~a! Current-producedBJ(B2→pp̄p2) in units of 1026 and ~b! strength of transition coeffi-

cientsCA,P,V5 giving rise toBT(B
2→pp̄p2)51.931026.

~a! BJ(pp̄p2) for f3554.8°(90°) in units of 1026

Nc52 Nc53 Nc5`

BV BA BV BA BV BA

GM
p,n 0.03 (0.05) 0.03 (0.03) 0.02 (0.03) 0.01 (0.01) 0.03 (0.03) 0.09 (0.1

FV ,DV ,SV 0.05 (0.04) 0.00 (0.00) 0.15 (0.10)
FA ,DA ,SA 0.09 (0.09) 0.02 (0.03) 0.29 (0.36)

~b! uCXu values forf3554.8°(90°) givingBT51.931026

Nc52 Nc53 Nc5`

uCAu (GeV5) 56.61~63.52! 53.28~59.86! 47.66~53.66!
uCPu (GeV8) 1233 ~1356! 1160 ~1278! 1038 ~1146!
uCV5u (GeV5) 57.53~57.53! 54.11~54.26! 48.36~48.77!
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A. B̄0\Lp̄p¿, S0p̄p¿

By using Eq.~1! and equations of motion we have

M~L~S0!p̄p1!5J~L~S0! p̄p1!

5
GF

A2
^p1uūgm~12g5!buB̄0&

3H ~VubVus* a12VtbVts* a4!

3^L~S0!us̄gm~12g5!uu0&12a6VtbVts*

3
~pL(S0)1pp̄!m~pL(S0)1pp̄!n

mb2mu

3K L~S0!p̄U s̄gnu

ms2mu
1

s̄gng5u

ms1mu
U0L J .

~21!

As stated before, only the current-produced part (J) contrib-
utes, hence it is similar to theB̄0→K (* )2p1 mode, where
one only hasB̄0→p1 transition while, analogous toL p̄ and
S0p̄, theK (* )2 is produced by the current@11#.

The chiral limit of the vector term is protected by baryo
mass differences, while that of the axial term is protected
Eq. ~15!. Since the contribution from the vector current~V!
does not interfere with that from the axial current (A), the
branching fraction is a simple sum of the two, i.e.,B5BV
1BA .

Takingf3 ~or g) 554.8° from a recent analysis@19#, we
give in Table IV the branching fractions forB̄0

→L(S0)p̄p1. The first row is obtained by extending th
asymptotic relations to the whole timelike region and info
mation from the nucleon magnetic form factorsGM

p,n for gA ,

while we applyf̃ 25d̃25 z̃/2 in the second row. Note that w
do not needSA,V . Our result for theL p̄p1 mode in the first
line is consistent with that of Ref.@8#. We concentrate on the
05400
y

-

Nc53 case, whileNc52,̀ cases are given to indicate po
sible nonfactorizable effects. SinceB̄0→L(S0) p̄p1 are
penguin-dominated processes, the branching fractions
dominated by thea6 term of Eq.~21!. One can verify this by
comparing differentNc cases in Tables IV and I. SinceNc
dependence is weak in this term, we do not expect la
non-factorizable contributions.

The axial contribution toL(S0) p̄p1 mode in the second
row is about four~two! times larger than that in the first row
We find B@L(S0) p̄p1#;@0.5 (0.9)#31026, giving a larger
rate for theS0p̄p1 mode. These rates are similar to tho
obtained in Ref.@8#.

We show in Fig. 2 thedB/dmL p̄ and thedB/dmS0p̄ for
the f̃ 25d̃25 z̃/2 case, which gives larger rates. One clea
sees threshold enhancement, which can be seen as a c
quence of the need for large-t suppression of the baryo
form factors.

Motivated by largef3 ~or g) hints @20#, we show thef3

dependence of the branching fractions forf̃ 25d̃25 z̃/2 in
Fig. 3. The larger rates for largerf3 come from tree-penguin
interference as in theK2p1 case@20#.

B. B\pp̄p, pp̄K

Unlike theB̄0→L(S0) p̄p1 case, the decay amplitude o
B2→pp̄h2 with h5p or K contains both the current
produced (J) and transition (T) contributions

M~pp̄h2!5J~pp̄h2!1T~pp̄h2!, ~22!

where

J~pp̄h2!5
GF

A2
H ^h2u~ q̄b!V2AuB2&

3 K pp̄UVubVuq* a2~ ūu!V2A2VtbVtq*

3Fa3~ ūu1d̄d1 s̄s!V2A1a4~ q̄q!V2A
4-6
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TABLE VI. B(B2→pp̄p2) in units of 1026 for f3554.8°(90°) with f̃ 25d̃25 z̃/2, s25 s̃250.

Nc52 Nc53 Nc5`

1uCXu 2uCXu 1uCXu 2uCXu 1uCXu 2uCXu

X5A 2.24 (2.42) 1.84 (1.66) 1.88 (2.07) 1.96 (1.79) 1.83 (2.01) 2.85 (2.7
X5P 1.99 (2.15) 2.10 (1.92) 1.86 (2.06) 1.97 (1.80) 2.29 (2.50) 2.39 (2.2
X5V5 2.62 (2.55) 1.47 (1.53) 1.99 (2.03) 1.85 (1.82) 1.41 (1.64) 3.27 (3.0
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1a5~ ūu1d̄d1 s̄s!V1A1
3

2
a9 ~euūu1edd̄d

1ess̄s!V2AGU0L
12a6VtbVtq* ^h2u~ q̄b!S2PuB2&

3^pp̄u~ q̄q!S1Pu0&J , ~23!

with q5d or s for h5p or K, and, from Eq.~1!,

T~pp̄h2!5
GF

A2
H ~VubVuq* a12VtbVtq* a4!^h2u~ q̄u!V2Au0&

3^pp̄u~ ūb!V2AuB2&22a6VtbVtq*

3
mh

2

mb~mu1mq!
^h2u~ q̄u!V2Au0&

3^pp̄u~ ūb!V1AuB2&J
5 i

GF

A2
f h mb@ah^pp̄uūbuB2&

1bh^pp̄uūg5buB2&#, ~24!

where

ah , bh[FVubVuq* a12VtbVtq* S a46a6

2 mh
2

mb~mq1mu!
D G .

~25!

It is of interest to compare the above equations with
familiar two-meson decay amplitudes@11#. For theB→pp̄
transition part, the analogous transitions areB2→p0, r0 ~or
05400
e

the isospin-relatedB̄0→p1, r1). To single out this effect,
we can search for two-meson decay modes dominated
such transitions. For theB̄0→p1, r1 transition dominated
modes, we haveB̄0→p1p2(K2) and B̄0→r1p2(K2)
having decay amplitude proportional toap(K) and bp(K) ,
respectively. For theB2→p0, r0 transitions, we can find
aK , bp(K) in B2→p0K2, r0p2(K2) decay amplitudes,
respectively. Thep0p2 mode is different due to the cance
lation of strong penguin amplitude inB2→p0 and B2

→p2 transition parts as they are related by isospin.
For the current-produced part, we can find similar ter

in B2→p0p2, p0K2, r0p2, andr0K2 decay amplitudes.
However, we have additional terms. The matrix element
the isosinglet currentŝpp̄u(ūu1d̄d1 s̄s)V,Au0& is nonvan-
ishing, in contrast to the two-bodyK2p0(r0) and
p2p0(r0) cases, wherep0(r0), as a member of an isotrip
let, cannot be produced via the isosinglet current. As we w
see,^pp̄u(ūu1d̄d1 s̄s)V,Au0& give non-negligible contribu-
tions to thepp̄K2(K̄0) modes.

1. BÀ\pp̄pÀ

Although we have both current-produced and transit
contributions to thepp̄p2 mode, the former is expected t
be small due to color-suppression of thea2 tree contribution
and the smallness of CKM-suppressed penguin contr
tions, as one can see from Eq.~23!. We show in Table V~a!

the contribution from the current-produced partJ(pp̄p2).
As in the previous section, we are interested in theNc53
case and list otherNc cases for estimation of nonfactorizab
effects. ForNc53 the main contribution is from the stron
penguin terms (a4 ,a6), while the tree contribution is smal
due to the smallness ofa2. For Nc52,̀ , we have largera2
and the main contributions come form the tree amplitu
With or without nonfactorizable parts, the current-produc
contribution is indeed much smaller than the experimen
rateB(pp̄p2)5(1.920.9

11.060.3)31026 @1#.
FIG. 4. dB/d mpp̄ spectrum

for the B2→pp̄p2 mode with
Nc53 and f3554.8°. Solid,
dash, and dot-dash lines in~a! and
~b! correspond to7uCVu, 7uCAu,
and7uCPu, respectively.
4-7
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FIG. 5. f3 dependence ofB2

→pp̄p2 branching fraction for

f̃ 25d̃25 z̃/2, s25 s̃250, and Nc

53. Solid, dash and dot-das
lines for 2uCAu, 2uCPu, and
2uCV5u, respectively. The plots
are fixed tof35 ~a! 54.8°, ~b!
90° values given in Table VI.
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Since the current-produced part gives small contribut
and the transition partT is governed bya1, we expect the
latter to give major contribution in thepp̄p rate. The transi-
tion partT involves unknownB2→pp̄ transition form fac-
tors FA,P,V5 in the matrix elementŝpp̄u(ūb)S,PuB2&. We
illustrate with three cases where only one form factors do
nates. In each case we fit the coefficientCA , CP , or CV5 to
the central value of the experimental measuredpp̄p2 rate.
Note that the matrix elementŝpp̄u(ūb)S,PuB2& in Eq. ~24!
have nothing to do with the factorized mesonh, hence the
obtained coefficientsCA,P,V5 can be applied to thepp̄K2

mode@and for thepp̄K̄0 mode through Eq.~18!# as well.
Table V~b! shows the obtained values of these coe

cients. It is interesting to observe thatCA,V5;(mB/2)5 and
CP;(mB/2)8. Note that the effect ofFA andFV5 in thepp̄p
decay rate are similar. Forf3554.8° (90°), we haveuapu
;(0.9) ubpu for the color allowed tree-dominated part, lea
ing to uCAu;(1.1) uCV5u. Unlike the current-produced par
the transition part is not sensitive toNc , sinceap , bp ~com-
posed ofa1 , a4 anda6) do not depend strongly onNc asa2.

By combining the transition contributions with th
current-produced part forf̃ 25d̃25 z̃/2, s25 s̃250 case, we
obtain the total branching fractions shown in Table VI. W
see that the rates are still similar to the experimental cen
value, justifying our procedure.

In Fig. 4 we plotdB/d mpp̄ for theB2→pp̄p2 mode, for
the Nc53 case withf3554.8°, CA57uCAu, CP57uCPu,
and CV557uCV5u, respectively. It is clear that the thre
cases give close to identical results. The threshold enha
05400
n
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ment phenomena is evident, as has already been shown i
B̄0→L(S0)pp1 cases. However, we have a much fas
1/mpp̄ suppression here due to the 1/t3,4 behavior of the
dominant transition form factors, while for theL(S0)pp1

modes the form factors only behave as 1/t2 in the larget
limit. It would be interesting to verify the faster 1/mpp̄ fall
off experimentally.

In Fig. 5 we illustrate thef3-dependence of thepp̄p2

branching fractions, withf3554.8° and 90° results fixed to
those of Table VI. Since this mode is dominated by the tr
sition part, we expect similarf3 behavior as in B̄0

→p1p2, r1p2 decay rates. The behavior of the rates fro
the CA , CP terms are similar to thep1p2 case@20# rather
than thep2p0 case. We have a similarap term in the
p1p2 amplitude, while due to cancellation in the curren
produced and the transition terms, there is no strong pen
in thep2p0 amplitude, resulting in small tree-penguin inte
ference. TheCV5 case is similar toB̄0→r1p2 and does not
show strongf3 dependence. As noted before, both featu
can be understood from the expression ofap andbp in Eq.
~25!.

2. BÀ\pp̄KÀ

For theB2→pp̄K2 decay, we have both a transition (T)
part and now a more effective current-produced (J) part, as
shown in Table VII~a!. For the vector part, the largest con
tributions come from (a31a5)^pp̄u(ūu1d̄d1 s̄s)Vu0& and
a4^pp̄u( s̄s)Vu0& in Eq. ~23!. In the first line of the table, we
have^pp̄u( s̄s)V,A,S,Pu0&50 and the contributions are mainl
2)
TABLE VII. ~a! CurrentBJ(B2→pp̄K2) and ~b! transitionBJ(B2→pp̄K2) in units of 1026.

~a! BJ(pp̄K2) in units of 1026 for f3554.8°(90°)
Nc52 Nc53 Nc5`

BV BA BV BA BV BA

GM
p,n 0.02 (0.02) 0.10 (0.09) 0.01 (0.01) 0.06 (0.06) 0.33 (0.31) 0.01 (0.0

FV ,DV ,SV 0.65 (0.69) 0.26 (0.26) 0.02 (0.03)
FA ,DA ,SA 0.23 (0.19) 0.12 (0.12) 0.02 (0.05)

~b! BT(pp̄K2) in units of 1026 for f3554.8°(90°)
Nc52 Nc53 Nc5`

CA 2.08 (3.42) 2.12 (3.48) 2.18 (3.58)
CP 1.83 (2.86) 1.86 (2.91) 1.90 (2.99)
CV5 0.26 (0.20) 0.23 (0.19) 0.18 (0.18)
4-8
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TABLE VIII. B(B2→pp̄K2) in units of 1026 for f3554.8°(90°), with f̃ 25d̃25 z̃/2, s25 s̃250.

Nc52 Nc53 Nc5`

1uCXu 2uCXu 1uCXu 2uCXu 1uCXu 2uCXu

X5A 2.56 (3.85) 3.36 (4.75) 2.18 (3.45) 2.82 (4.26) 2.06 (3.36) 2.38 (3.9
X5P 2.72 (3.75) 2.70 (3.73) 2.25 (3.30) 2.23 (3.28) 1.95 (3.08) 1.94 (3.0
X5V5 0.83 (1.08) 1.45 (1.08) 0.42 (0.57) 0.80 (0.56) 0.16 (0.16) 0.28 (0.3
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from thea31a5 term. ForNc53, a31a5 is small, resulting
in a smallBV . In the second line, thea4^pp̄u( s̄s)Vu0& term
gives BV;0.331026 and interfers differently with the pre
vious term for differentNc asa31a5 changes sign. On the
other hand, the (a32a5)^pp̄u(ūu1d̄d1 s̄s)Au0& term domi-
nates in the axial part. The dependence onNc of these con-
tributions can be understood from the behavior ofa32a5.

We now turn to the transition (T) part. For f3
;54.8°(90°), we haveuaKu;uapu (uaKu*uapu) and hence
BT(pp̄K2);(or*)BT(pp̄p2) from the CA,P contributions.
On the other hand,a4 anda6 in bK are partially canceled an
the tree contribution is CKM suppressed, resulting inubKu2

!uaKu2. Hence, the^pp̄uūbuB2& contribution containing
CA,P is much larger than thêpp̄uūg5buB2& case coming
from CV5, as can be seen from Table VII~b!. Note further
that thef3590° case fromCA,P gives larger rates, as shou
be expected from the analogousK1p2 mode@20#.

We combine the current-produced contribution with t
transition part and give the total branching fractions in Ta
VIII. The results prefer thef3590° case. Numbers shown i
the first two lines of Table VIII are close to the the expe
mental rateB(B6→pp̄K6)5(4.320.9

11.160.5)31026 @1#. We
see that, for thef3590°, Nc53 andCA52uCAu case we
haveB54.2631026, which is closest to the central value o
the experimental rate. The value only changes by 10% as
modify Nc to 2 or `.

We plot dB/dmpp̄ in Fig. 6 for thef3590°, Nc53 case
of Table VIII. The curves fromCA , CP terms are close to
data points taken from Ref.@1#. The curve fromCV5 term is
too low as expected from the smallness ofbK . For the first
two cases, one can see that, except for a possible bum
mpp̄;2.2–2.4 GeV, the behavior of the decay spectrum
cluding threshold enhancement can be explained natur
Comparing with Fig. 4, we note that the suppression for la
mpp̄ is milder than thepp̄p2 case. This is due to the pres
ence of the current-produced part which has less suppre
form factors (1/t2), which dominates over the transition pa
in the larget region.
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We give in Fig. 7 thef3 dependence ofB(pp̄K2). The
CA,P cases are similar to theK2p1 mode @20#, while the
CV5 case is similar to theK2r1 case as discussed befor
We note that the experimental indication that thepp̄K2 rate
is larger than thepp̄p2 rate seems to favor largerf3 values
such as 90° case, analogous toB to two meson decay situa
tion @20#.

3. B̄0\pp̄K̄0

For the B̄0→pp̄K̄0 decay, we have M(pp̄K̄0)
5J(pp̄K̄0)1T(pp̄K̄0). Since ^K̄0u( s̄b)V2AuB̄0&
5^K2u( s̄b)V2AuB2& by isospin, we have

J~pp̄K̄0!5J~pp̄K2!. ~26!

On the other hand,

T~pp̄K̄0!5 i
GF

A2
f K̄0mb@a K̄0^pp̄ud̄buB̄0&

1b K̄0^pp̄ ud̄g5buB̄0&#, ~27!

with

a K̄0,b K̄0[2VtbVts* S a46a6

2 mK̄0
2

mb~ms1md!
D . ~28!

We show in Table IX the separate current-produced a
transition contributions to thepp̄K̄0 decay rate. As explained
in the above, the current-produced part is identical to
pp̄K2 case, except for the difference intB2 andtB0. For the
transition part, the transition form factors are related to
pp̄K2 case through Eq.~18!. We concentrate on the (d̄b)S

form factors instead of (d̄b)P , sinceua K̄0u@ub K̄0u. We have
FA51.1FA10.9FV5 and FP52FP/4 for the (d̄b)S form

factors. SinceF P
pp̄K̄0

/F P
pp̄K2

521/4, the contribution form
the CP term is very small. The ratio of theCA and CV5
t-
FIG. 6. dB/dmpp̄ of thepp̄K2

mode with f3590° and Nc53.
The solid, dashed and the do
dashed lines in~a! and ~b! stand
for the CA57uCAu, CP57uCPu
and the CV557uCV5u case, re-
spectively.
4-9
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contributions can be understood as well. Forf3554.8°, the
FA dominated case is larger than theFV5 dominated case by
a factor of 11/9 in amplitude, giving a rate enhancem
;(11/9)2uCA /CV5u2;(11/9)2;1.5. Forf3590°, we have
a further 10% growth in amplitude due touCAu;1.1uCV5u @as
shown in Table V~b!#, and the rate enhancement becom
;1.8. It is interesting to compare the transition contributio
to those in thepp̄K2 mode: for theCA dominated case
BT(pp̄K̄0);BT(pp̄K2); for the CP dominated case
BT(pp̄K̄0)!BT(pp̄K2); for the CV5 dominated case
BT(pp̄K̄0)@BT(pp̄K2).

We give in Table X the full branching fraction by com
bining the current-produced and transition parts in am
tude. For the Nc53, f3554.8°@90°# case, we have
B(pp̄K̄0)5(0.5–3.6)31026 @(0.5–4.3)31026#. It could be
close to or smaller than thepp̄K2 rate.

In Fig. 8 we plotdB/d mpp̄ for the B̄0→pp̄K̄0 mode. The
decay spectrum for theCA andCV5 cases are similar to th
CA , CP cases in thepp̄K2 mode. They exhibit threshold
enhancement and a slower fall off for larget compared to the
pp̄p2 case. For theCA case, where the rate is not far fro
pp̄K2, the decay spectrum could be checked soon.

In Fig. 9 we show thef3 dependence ofB(pp̄K̄0). As
shown in Eq.~28!, the transition part does not have tre

FIG. 7. f3 dependence ofB(B2→pp̄K2). Solid, dash, and
dot-dash lines stand for theCA52uCAu, CP52uCPu, andCV55
2uCV5u cases, respectively.
05400
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penguin interference and hence the mildf3 dependence is
from the subdominant current-produced term.

C. Comparison with other works

Before we end this section, we compare our work w
some others. There are approaches that use pole mode
evaluate decay matrix elements. For example, Ref.@21# uses
K* pole for L̄p production inB→h8Lp decay, while Ref.
@8# uses pole models in two-body and three-body baryoniB
decay. We focus on the comparison with the Ref.@8# as we
have some subjects in common.

In Ref. @8#, Cheng and Yang use a factorization approa
in the current-produced (J) amplitude. Their approach is
similar to ours~up to some technical differences!, hence they
obtain results similar to ours in current production domina
modes, such asB̄0→L p̄p1, S0p̄p1. However, there is
considerable difference in the transition (T) part. We factor-
ize the amplitude into a current-produced meson and aB to
baryonic pair transition amplitude. In their approach, th
use a simple pole model to evaluate this part. For example
B2→pp̄K2 decay, they have a strong processB2

→$Lb
(* ) ,Sb

0(* )% p̄, followed by a weak $Lb
(* ) ,Sb

0(* )%
→pK2 decay. From their modeling of the strong couplin
gLb→B2p53A3gS

b
0→B2p , they can givepp̄K2 rate that is

close to experimental result by using monopoleq2 depen-
dence ofgLb→B2p . The mpp̄ spectrum given in Ref.@8#

shows a peak aroundt;6 GeV2 ~or mpp̄;2.5 GeV), while
we have a sharper peak in lowermpp̄ ~around 2 GeV!. The
difference is due to the 1/t3 behavior in our transition par
from QCD counting rule, while they have;1/t2 from the
pole model. On the other hand, one expects peaking beha
towards largempK2 due toLb pole in their approach, while
in this work we do not expect any structure~sinceK2 andp
are factorized! in the mpK2 spectrum. In turn, they expec
pp̄K̄0 rate;1027 due to the absence ofLb pole, while we
expect a rate that could be as large aspp̄K2, although 1027

is also possible. It is up to experiment to check thempK2

spectrum and thepp̄K̄0 rate.
2)
TABLE IX. ~a! CurrentBJ(B̄0→pp̄K̄0) and ~b! transitionBT(B̄
0→pp̄K̄0) in units of 1026.

~a! BJ(pp̄K̄0) in units of 1026 for f3554.8°(90°).
Nc52 Nc53 Nc5`

BV BA BV BA BV BA

GM
p,n 0.02 (0.02) 0.10 (0.08) 0.01 (0.01) 0.06 (0.05) 0.31 (0.29) 0.01 (0.0

FV ,DV ,SV 0.61 (0.65) 0.25 (0.24) 0.02 (0.03)
FA ,DA ,SA 0.21 (0.18) 0.12 (0.11) 0.02 (0.05)

~b! BT(pp̄K̄0) in units of 1026 for f3554.8°(90°).
Nc52 Nc53 Nc5`

CA 2.74 (3.37) 2.78 (3.43) 2.84 (3.52)
CP 0.12 (0.14) 0.12 (0.15) 0.13 (0.15)
CV5 1.91 (1.87) 1.93 (1.89) 1.96 (1.95)
4-10
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TABLE X. B(B2→pp̄K̄0) in units of 1026, for f3554.8°(90°) andf̃ 25d̃25 z̃/2, s25 s̃250.

Nc52 Nc53 Nc5`

1uCXu 2uCXu 1uCXu 2uCXu 1uCXu 2uCXu

X5A 2.91 (3.53) 4.21 (4.86) 2.68 (3.28) 3.60 (4.28) 2.71 (3.32) 3.05 (3.8
X5P 0.95 (0.97) 0.94 (0.96) 0.48 (0.50) 0.48 (0.49) 0.17 (0.23) 0.16 (0.2
X5V5 2.13 (2.14) 3.33 (3.25) 1.88 (1.85) 2.70 (2.64) 1.86 (1.82) 2.14 (2.2
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We recall that in Ref.@6# we also tried a vector meso
dominance~VMD ! ~dispersion analysis! approach@15,22# in
the current production dominatedB0→D* 2pn̄ decay. In this
approach, the strong coupling for each pole is fixed at
pole mass, hence each pole gives a monopole contributio
the total form factors. One needs to have more than one
with cancellations in order to reproduce the correct QC
counting rule, which is 1/t2 for current-produced form fac
tors @15,22#. We likely would have the same situation her
that more than one pole is needed to reproduced the lat
behavior. If we take a multipole approach, the baryonic tr
sition form factor can be expressed asB→Mi transitions
with Mi as one of the mesons, followed by a strong proc
Mi→BB̄8 ~similar to Ref.@21#!. Summing overi, the QCD
counting rule should be taken as a constraint. Instead of
ing so, in part because of lack of independent data, we u
simplified transition form factor motivated from the QC
counting rule directly in this work, and wait for experiment
data, such as semi-leptonicB→BB̄8ln and semi-inclusive
B→BB̄8X ~similar to B→pX @23#!, to improve our under-
standing. One may resort to the multipole approach o
these measurements become available.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this work we use a factorization approach to stu
charmless three-body baryonicB decays. We apply SU~3!
relations and QCD counting rules on baryon form facto
We identify two mechanisms of baryon pair productio
namely current-produced and transition. TheS0p̄p1 and
L p̄p1 modes arise solely from the current-produced p
with rates of order 102721026. The pp̄p2, pp̄K2, and
pp̄K̄0 modes are dominated by transition contribution
while the current-produced contributions in the last tw
cases are significant.

Due to the absence ofSV,A in the current-produced am
plitude, and the complete absence of the transition am
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,
e
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li-

tude, S0p̄p1 and L p̄p1 modes are the simplest in thi
work. However, they are sensitive to how we treat the ch
limit of the pseudoscalar term~which has ana6 coefficient!.
On the other hand, we neglect theF2 contribution in the
vector part. It remains to be checked whether this is a g
approximation or not. It may in turn give us information o
F2, or equivalentlyGE , from these measurements. In pa

ticular, the vector current form factors inL p̄p1 are only
related to the protonGM ,E from SU~3! symmetry@as one can
see from Eq.~21! and Table III#, and we may obtain infor-
mation ofGE

p from this mode.

The f3 dependence ofL p̄p1, S0p̄p1 rates are similar
to K2p1, K* 2p1 modes. Since transition contribution

dominate in the pp̄h modes, the f3 dependence of

pp̄p2(K2) rate is similar to that in the two-bodyB̄0

→p1p2(K2) or r1p2(K2) decays, while thef3 depen-

dence ofpp̄K̄0 rate is mild.

Under factorization, thepp̄p2 and thepp̄K2 modes have

the same baryonic transition form factors. Since thepp̄p2

mode is dominated by the baryonic transition contributio
we use it to fit for the transition form factor parameters a

apply them to thepp̄K2 case. To keep thepp̄p2 rate around

the experimental central value but allowing thepp̄K2 rate to

be larger, data seem to favor a largerf3. Thepp̄K̄0 rate can

be similar to or much smaller than thepp̄K2 rate. We do not
consider modes involving vector mesons, such aspp̄K* ,
since they will involve further unknown form factors.

It is interesting that we can reproduce thepp̄K2 decay
spectrum based on QCD counting rules, indicating that
latter is a rather robust theoretical tool. From QCD count
rules, the current-produced baryonic form factors behave
1/t2, while the transition baryonic form factors behave
1/t3 in larget([mBB8

2 ) limit. The pp̄p2 decay is dominated
by the transition part and hence shows a faster damping
h

FIG. 8. dB/d mpp̄ for the B̄0

→pp̄K̄0 mode with f̃ 25d̃25 z̃/2,

s25 s̃2. Solid, dash, and dot-das
lines in ~a! and ~b! are for CA5
7uCAu, CP57uCPu, and CV55
7uCV5u cases, respectively.
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havior for larget. In contrast, theL p̄p1, S0p̄p1, pp̄K2,
and pp̄K̄0 modes contain the current-produced part, a
show a slower damping behavior for larget. We expect an
even slower damping behavior~form factors;1/t) in three-
body mesonicB decay. These can be checked soon, es
cially by comparing thepp̄K2 and thepp̄p2 spectra.

We note that there is a possible bump aroundmpp̄

52.3 GeV in thepp̄K2 decay spectrum. It is interesting th
the position is close to the mass of a glueball candid
j(2230), also known as f J(2220), with m52231
63.5 MeV and G52327

18 MeV @24#. Combining B(J/c

→gj)*2.531023 @24# and B(J/c→gj) B(j→pp̄)
5(1.520.5

10.660.5)31025 @25#, we have B(j→pp̄)&6
31023. If the rate in the whole 2.2,M pp̄,2.4 GeV bin is
due to this resonance, we would haveB(B2→K2j)B(j
→pp̄);1.2431026. We thus get B(B2→K2j)*2
31024, or a few times the rate ofB(B2→h8K2)5(6.5
61.7)31025 @24#. Since bothj and h8 are glue rich had-
rons, whileb→s decays provide glue rich environment@26#,
this may be of great interest. The underlying dynamics co
be g* →gj, which is analogous tog* →gh8 for B→h8
1Xs decay@27#. One should also search in three-body m
sonic decay modes. However, as noted, a slower falloff
the nonresonance part, together with interference with p
sible nearby resonances, may produce physical backgro
But B→pp̄K2 decay could be a rather clean mode to sea
for j @28#.

FIG. 9. f3 dependence ofB(B̄0→pp̄K̄0) for f̃ 25d̃25 z̃/2, s2

5 s̃250. Solid, dash, and dot-dash lines are forCA52uCAu, CP

52uCPu, andCV552uCV5u cases, respectively.
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APPENDIX: SOME USEFUL FORMULAS

In general, for a three-body decayB→hBB̄8, the ampli-
tude can always be written in the following form:

M~B→hBB̄8!5
GF

A2
$A ū~pB!p” hv~pB̄8!

1Bū~pB!p” hg5v~pB̄8!1Cū~pB!g5v~pB̄8!

1Dū~pB!v~pB̄8!%, ~A1!

whose absolute square is given by

SuMu25GF
2
ˆuAu2$~mB

21m2
22m12

2 2m23
2 !~m23

2 2m2
22m3

2!

2m3
2@m12

2 2~m12m2!2#%12 Re~AD* !@m1~m23
2

2m2
22m3

2!2m2~mB
21m2

22m12
2 2m23

2 !#‰

1uDu2@m12
2 2~m11m2!2#

1~A→B,D→C,m2→2m2!, ~A2!

where the summation is over all spins, and we have adop
the convention that the relatively positive baryon is assign
as particle 1, the other baryon is assigned as particle 2,
mesonh is always assigned as particle 3. One can see fr
the above that only Re(AD* ) and Re(BC* ) appear as inter-
ference terms upon squaring. Given these formulas, the
is now reduced to obtain theA–D terms for an amplitude of
interest. It is straightforward to obtain the decay rateG from
the integration of

dG5
1

~2 p!3

1

32mB
3 ~S uMu2!dm12

2 dm23
2 . ~A3!
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